Using Adaptive Release to Hide Content

Adaptive Release is something that instructors can use to control what students can and cannot see. Using adaptive release, you can hide content from students who are in a different section, haven’t completed a certain grade yet, or just shouldn’t see it in general.

This document goes over how to apply one bulk criteria. If you’d like to apply multiple criteria to one item, please request a consultation.

Setting up Adaptive Release

1. Navigate to blackboard.towson.edu.
2. Log in with your Towson University Net ID and Password.
3. Enter the course you’d like to add Adaptive Release to.
4. Locate the item you’d like to apply Adaptive Release to. You will need to repeat these steps for every item you’d like to have Adaptive Release on.
5. Click the down arrow to the right of the item’s title.
7. From here, you have a few options for restricting your content:
   a. Date – choose a date range.
   b. Membership – select users individually by Username, or by Course Group.
   c. Grade – select a Grade Center Column that must have a grade in it before a student could view your item. You can even restrict it by score and percentage.
   d. Review Status – choose a Review Status criterion, meaning that they must first view a certain item before seeing this content.
8. When finished setting the criteria, click Submit.
9. Students now will not be able to see this item until they meet the criteria.